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1/1 );TRODDCn ON

OynaStar _as ~ritten for all thos
~icrocomputer users ~ho, like myself, hav
high speed video terminals and are tired 0
editors designed for 110 baud teletypes.

OynaStar is dedicated to the idea that tex
editors sho~ld above all be easy to use. Th
fundamental idea is that you put the curso
an~'here you .ant on the screen, and then jus
type, and what you see on your screen is ~ha

you get on paper. It has two personalities
~hen you are just learning, it constantl
provid~s you with help in the form of menu
showing you at all times what yoqr option
are, and when you have ma~tered it you can ru
it in .a IDode that d6esn 1 t bother you wit
unnecessary menus, giving you a -full screen 0
which to' do your editing. We hope the men
system provided will help you to mak
effective use of ~its features wi thou
constantly thUmbing through the manual. If w
have failed, we would appreciate you
COl'fl.ments.

The original version of DynaStar was writte
in 1982 specifically for the OS-9 operatin
system. DynaStar Version III is a specia
adaptation of DynaStar especially for th
Radio Shack Color Computer. It is designed t
work in conjunction with the high resolutio
graphics/text screen that comes with FE
a-PAX, and incorporates horizontal scrol1in
giVing it the ability to work with text a
wide as 250 columns, making it superior to th
original version which was written for muc
wore expensive computers.

DynaS~ar was designed to m~et the needs 0
both the word- processing user and th
~rogrammer. For use as. a word-processor, i
contains several features which are intende
_to support facilities in .the campania
Dynaforrn print formatter, availabl
separately. These features are only rnentione
briefly in th~s manual and are explained i
detail in the DynaForm's User ·s. Manual.

DynaStar is written entirely in Dynasof
Pascal, which is a p-code implementation of a
inteaer subset of Pascal. Many people believ
that

J

p-code is too slow for applications lik
scr~~n editors. Judge for yourself.
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1.1.0 A Guided Tour

Running DynaStar
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The Ruler Line

The best way to .learn about DynaStar -is ~o us
it. Install it on your .system dis. (see tho
instructions in Chapter 5), make sure you aft

using one of the special hires screens ~it:
o-PAK, and typ~ ·Os· to bring the editor inti
memory and start it funning.

It all has gone well. you shoul~ be presentee
~ith a copyright message and a menu (thl
~files· ·menu) offering several options. FOJ
now just type the letter "N" to start a Ne\
edit session. On the top li~e of the screel
you will be asked for a file name. Pick cnt
that is not already in your working directorYI
~nd type it in, fcllowed by a carriage return.
After a brief pause, you should be presentc(
with a new menu (the main editing menu).

Before doing anything else, sit back and get
familiar with the organization of thE
information at the top of the screen. The ver)
top line should contain the name of the til<
you have just established, and a word at the
right hand cnd telling you that you are in
-INSERT- mode. This line is called the
-status~ Ijne, and its main purpose is to
constantly remind you what file you are
working on, and what -modes- you are in. It
is also where most operator prompts will
appear when required by certain commands, and
where you should look for error messages when
your computer "beeps· at you.

The next five lines contain a menu of commands
available to you for editing text, and "below
this will be a line with lots of minus signs
and little triangles. If there are no
triangles you are using an incorrect hires
screen. This is the -ruler- line which serves
the dual purpose of separating the text
editing area from the menu area, and telling
you where your margins and tabs are. You will
notice that every 10 columns along on the
ruler line the digits 1. 2, 3. etc. appear
marking the locations of columns 10, 20, 30,
etc. Also on the ruler line (directly above

Copyright (c) 1983. Dynasott Systems Limited
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the current cursor location on the screen) you
will see a little solid block. This is in
fact a .sec~nd cur so: which moves along the
ruler l~ne ~n step ~Ith the real cursor. The
block and the digits.serve as reference points
so you can al~ays fIgure out ~h~t column the
cursor is on (something like the scale on an
ordinary typewriter). The triangles inoicate
the location of tabs, which can be easily set
and cleared.

To learn how to edit text, you must have text
to edit. Type in a few lines of anything you
like just pretending tbe keyboard is a
standard typewriter. Fill the whole screen if
you like.

CIJ r so r Commands

After you have enough on the screen to make it
interesting, sit back and have a look at the
menu. It will tell you yery briefly about
alot of single letter commands you can give to
manipulate the text you have just t)ped. Most
of the command letters have a _Aa in front of
·them. What this tells you is that you must
hold the "CLEAR" key down while typing that
letter in order to convert'it from·a "typable
letter to an editor command. The first two
lines of the menu tell you how to move the
cursor around. To get the feel of it, try
typing AE (·control a E) and watch the cursor.
It should move straight up. Then try typing
AS, AD, and AX (any order) and watch which way
the cursor 90~s. Note that these four keys are
arranged on the keyboard in a Diamond pattern
which reflects the cursor movement they cause.
Learn to know and love t.his: diamond.•.. You will
use.it alot. '

You will notice that the cursor will not move
to where there is no text. This is one of the
fundamental rules of this editor •. The cursor
can only be placed over characters which are
actually in your text buffer. To get it past
the last character.in the buffer, you must
type in more characters. To get it past the
last character in a line, you must type more
characters into the line. When it is sitting
On an empty space at the end of a line, it is
actually sitting on an invisible carriage
return character. If you type more characters
while i~ is sitting on a carriage return, it
will insert the' characters in the line,
pushing the carriage return ahead of it.

Copyright Ccl 1983, Dynasoft Systems Limited Page 3
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Deleting Characters

----' .

Supplementary Menus

Now look on the fourth line of the menu Clook
for the ~ord -DELETE-). Place the cursor over
any character on your screen and tyPe ~G. The
character should disappear and the line should
close in fro~ the right. Now ~ress the
backspace (back arro....·) key. The character
immediately to the left of the cursor shoula
disappear, and the cursor should back up one
position. Place the cursor over the first
character of any ~ord and type -T. You should
get the idea. Now retype the word that just
disappeared and watch it being put back where
it came from. For your last trick, get the
cursor over the very last character of a line
(it s}10u1d be an invisible carriage return)
and delete it with a ~G. Now, to split those
two iin~s apart again, type a carriage return.

That should be enough to get you started."
Play with the other commands on the mer.u to'
see what they do.

You will observe on the last line of the menu
that you can call up . additional menus by
typing "B, "K,"P or "0. Try typing "0 and
watch the menu area. You will be presented
with a whole new list of commands. To execute
one of -these commands you •... ill have to type
another letter. (For the second cbaracter it
doesn't matter if-you hold down the ·CLEAR~
key.) -B, A K, ~p and ~O are ·prefix· commands,
meaning they are actually the first l~tter of
a two-keystroke command. If you don 1 t want to
try any of these commands just now, press the
space bar.

Copyright (e) 1983, Dynasoft Systems Limited Page 4
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Exiting Dyna5tar
To ~rap up your first lesson, make su~e you
are on the main editing menu anci tl'Pe I, (the
menu calls this one ·cioNe·). You should find
yourself baCK on the 'files' menu, ~hich is
~here you started in the first place. Type
the letter -D-. After a fe ...· seconds, you
should see a listing of the file names in your
current data directory. One of the~ should be
called ·SCRATCBnn-, ~here nn is a small nu~er

--..like ·03·. Now type ·X· (for ·eXit·) ..... .-You
should get the familiar '059:' prompt. Type
"dir". Notice that ·SCRATCS" has disappeared,
but that there is now a new file there with
the name you picked ~ay back at the beginning
of this exercise •

..- .......
'-
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2/D£SCRIPTIO~ OF EDITING CO~~~h~S

~ll ~f the corr~ands available in the DynaSt~I
Editor are described belo~. They are covereo
a menu at a'time, in approximately the order
they should be learned by the beginning user.

2.1.0 Operating Modes

Insert Mode

It is first ~ecessary to explain the two basic
operating modes of DynaStar. When you first
start an editing session, the editor is ir
-INSERT R mode, which you can verify from thE
right end of the status line. In this 'model
any printable character you type is insertec
in your text buffer at the current curSOl
loc~tion, ·pushing- any text to the right of
the cursor ahead as it goes. It is possiblf
to operate all of the time in this mode, sincf
text can be replaced by deleting old text ani
then typing in new text to replace it.

Overtype Mode

The other basic mode ic ·OVERTYPE R
• -You car

put the editor in this mode by typing th'
sequence AQD (this notati9n means -hold th(
CLEAR key down while pressing the letter Q
then type the letter 0'). The word • OVERTYPE ,
will appear on the end of the status line woe,
you do. this. In this roode, printabl,
characters that you type ar.e typed ·over- ant
replace the characters. that were there before,,

OVERTYPE mode is most useful to correct simplf
spelling errors in text, or ~hen working witl
columns of figures. The biggest problem il
~hat you tend to forget you are in OVERTYPi
mode, ~hich sometimes leads to confusion. l'
is just as easy to correct isolated spellin r

errors from INSERT mode by first deleti~g th\
offending char~cter and then typing in th'
correction, and this method usually involve.
fewer keystrokes than entering OVERTYPE mode
typing a one character c~rrection, and the:
re-entering IRSERT mode. At Dynasoft w
rarely use OVERTYPE for this "reason. -QO is
Rtoggle R -command: it switches back and fort
between OVERTYPE and INSERT mode each time yo
type it. .

Copyright (el 1983, Dyn.soft Systems Limited Page 6
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Eorizontal Scrolling

It is possible in .either -INSERT" or
·OVERTYPE- IDode to type past the right edge of
your screen. \<.'hen this happens, .the entire
typing area of the screen will shift left
(·scroll-) by eight characters so that the
cursor stays on the screen. In fact the
viewing area will always shift left or right
as required whenever you attempt to move the
cursor off the screen in either direction.
Using this' horizontal scrolling feature,
DynaStar can edit text as wide as 250 columns.

Word Wrap Mode

There is another mode in DynaStar which is
extremely- useful when typing paragraphs of
text. This mode is called ·word wrap·, and it
is explained more fUlly a little later. When
in trois mode, attempts to type a word beyond
the right margin (~to be confused with the
right edge of the screen) will move the en~ire

word to a new line, just as if you had typed a
carriage return (i.e. pressed ·ENT~R~) before
you started the word. This means that you
need never use the -ENTER- key· while typing
paragraphs a Word wrap mode is not active UJ"l,~il

you ~turn it on-: see se~tion 2.4·for how to
do this. We mention it now because it is
important for you to understand the differt~ce

between automatic scroll (shifting the screen
to make room to keep typing on a line) and
word wrap 'automati~ally starting a new lin~

when a word won't fit within the right
margin). Jt is also important to understand
the difference betwe~n the right margin, whicl!
is defined by the ruler line, and the right
edge cf the screen, which is simply thp. edge
of an imaginary viewing window onto a page.

Copyright (c) 1983, Dynasoft Systems Limited Page 7



2.2.0 Basic Cursor Motion Commands

Control Diamond

Most of the control keys on the main edit~ng

~enu are arranged in a geometric pattern on
the left side of the keyboard which reflects
the function performed by each command. This
pattern is centered around the basic cursor
~~tion5 of up, down, left and right, which are
arranged in a simple diamond pattern.

/,
/ ,

I w ; E , R I
- I line / char \ screen I

I up ; up , up I
I ; , I

'" A ; S I D , F
word ; char I char ,- word
left , left I right; right, I ;

I Z , X ; C
I line , .char /screen

'1 down , down ; down.
I , ;, ;

\I

c

The keys adjacent to the four basic cursor
motion keys perform functions related to the
basic motions. For instance, while ~S moves
the cursor left one character, AA moves it
left one word. Similarly, AD moves right one
character and"'F moves right a word. On tlie

-top line, -E moves the cursor up one character
(to the line above), and A R moves up one
screenful. On the other side of E, ~W does not
move the curso~, but it scrolls upward one
line in the file (the screen actually scrolls
down). In the same way, on the. bottom line,
~X moves the cursor down one character, ~C

moves down a screenful, and ~Z scrolls one
1 ine dO,"'I1wards ~

Deletion Keys

In addition to the cursor motion keys there
are several keys for deleting text. A G
delet~s the character under the cursor.
Backspace ("(-.• ) or ~H deletes the character
to the left of the cursor. AT deletes the

Copyright (c) 1983, Dynasoft Systems Limited Page 8



the right of the cursor, and -V
the ~ord to the left (useful when

text to back up and retype a
word). The seguence ·OY deletes

on the line to the right of the
~y ~eletes the entire line.

l1.:u.d to
deletes
entering
mispelled
everything
Cll~SOI, and

Screen and Paragraph Movements

Prefixing any of the four basic motion keys
(AE,·S,AD,·X) ~ith a·Q moves the cursor as
far as it will go on the screen in the
direction corresponding to the basic key.
Prefixing A R and ·C with a ·0 moves the cursor
to the very top and bottom of the edit buffer
respectively ..

Response Commands

c

Some co~~nds prompt for additional input if
necessary on'the status line of the display_
Commands requiring a single- letter resporlse
continue as soon a~ the letter is typed, and
do not care if the reply is typed in u?per or
lower case. Some. commands require a
multiple-character response such as a file
name or search string. The response to these
prompts can usually be up to 40 ~haracter5 in
length, and is terminatea by pressing the
ENTER key (which is not considered part of the
response string). If you accidentally type an
error while typing such responses you can
correct it by using either the ·s, -at or BACK
SPACE keys to back' up to the offenJing
character. Typing an -empty· response (just
-ENTER-) to one of these prompts will
gene Lally cancel the comma~d.

Errors

Error conditions detected during operation of
any '<of the editing commands will usually
result in an error message on the status line,
in conjunction with an audible beep from the
computer. To exit from an error condition,
you must press the CLEAR and BREAK keys at the
same time. This combination is referred to as
·ESC-. Pressing any other key will result in
another beep.

Copyright (cl 1983, Dynasoft Systems Limited Page 9



DynaStar 3.0 U~er's G~ide

2.3.0 Main Edit Menu

cursor left

Descriptions
!Lain. ed i t iog

of
tlenu

the editing
follo,",:

cOINnands on the

to the first letter of
For purposes of this

involving ·word boun
~lso stops on all punc
the beginnin.g and end of

_."l> -ctrrSor -right

-A left ,",ord

-Y right ,",ord

Moves the cursor one character to the left if
possible, moving it to the end of the previous
line and scrolling the screen down if either
action is necessary.

Moves the cursor right one character, moving
to the beginning of the next line if
necessary, and scrolling the screen up if the
cursor is on· the last line of .the screen.

Moves the cursor left
the preceding word.
command and others
daries·, the cursor
tuation marks and at
lines.

Moves the cursor to the beginning·of.the next
word to the right, as described ~bove.

-r or TAB tab right

Moves the cursor right to the next tab
In OVERTYPE mode. this is a simple
movement. In INSERT mode this command
.blanks to get to the next tab stop,
any text ahead of the cursor over
proce~s.

cursor up

sto~.

cursor
inserts
pushing
in the

•;
;

;. ....X Cll r so r down

Moves· the cursor up to the line above its
current location. The screen is scrolled down
.if necessary to allow this. If the line above
ends to the left of the cursor location, the
cur~or is rooved left to the end of that line.

'i

Moves the
possible,
location,

cursor down to the same
on th~· line below

as described above.

location, if
its current

(",...~ .... :~\ •. \ ,,,,r-? ....... ,... r'
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"'R up screen

...c do ..."Tl screen

Scrolls up~ard in the text buffer
·screenful-, leaving t~o lines of overla?
the old display. If the cursor is in
ove!lap region; it remains over the
character, otherwise it will land on the
character .displayed on the new screen~

one
with

the
same
last

AZ scroll" up

Scrolls dOWTIYard in
screenful, as described

the text
above~

buffer one

"'G delete character

Scrolls the screen up one line, leaving the
cur~or over·the same character if possible.

Scrolls the screen down one line, leaving the
cursor over the same.character if possible~

Deletes
closing

BKSP C"(-")orAH delete left

the
in the

character
line from

under the
the right.

cursor,

Deletes
of the
closing

-v delete word left

the character immediately to the
cursor, backing up the cursor

in the line in the process~

left
and

Deletes the characters to the lef~ of the
,~ cursor, up to and including the first

character of the current word~ This command
is most useful for correcting a word that has
just been typed, if it would be quicker to
retype .the word than to back up to the
character(s) in error and then space back to
where you yere.

AT delete yord right "'

Deletes the characters in the current word to
the right of the cursor~

"'y delete line

Deletes the entire· line on which the cursor is
sitting.

Copyright (e) 1963, Dynasoft Systems Limited Page 11



• J line insert

Inserts a carriage return -t thg • e Cursor
location, and leaves the cursor just before
the CR. Any text to the right of or belo~ the
cursor is pushed do~n one line. If this is
issued ~hen the cursor is on .the left - t>argin
~t has the effect of inserting a blank line
lnto ~hich ne~ text can be typed. If it is
issued in the middle of a line, it splits the
l~ne, leaving the curSOr on the end of the top
plece.

-0 supplementary prefix

Prefix command bringing·up a supplementary
~enu containing adaitional cursor movement and
find/replace comrr.ands •

c-
. -B block prefix

Fref ix command
operations menu.

-t formatting prefix

bringing up the block

Prefix command bringing up the formatting .and
tab setting menu.

A p Print control prefix

Prefix command for inserting print control
characters for the DynaForm Print Formatter.
The sequence ~~P.· is used to display
additional menus summarizing DynaFormls ~dot·

commands.

doNe

(r.
:;SC

Return to the -files· menu.

macro learn or error escape

This key is used to enter or leave the -macro
learn mode-. Keyboard macros are fully
explained .in the chap~er "KEYBOARD ¥.ACROS"0
The ESC key is also used to exit from error
conditions. On the Color Computer, ESC is
generated by pressing CLEAR and BREAK at the
same time.



2.4.0 Supple~ent~ry Menus

In a~dition to the main editing menu Dynastar
supp~:es four su~plementary menus. Each menu
~rOV1QeS you wlth additional comnands to
simplify thE tasK of editing. You may enter
any of these of menus fro~ the ~ain menu b~
typing a A O, A a , A K or ·P. Each menu is
discussed below.

2.4.1 AQ Supplemetary Menu

AQ .is a prefix command ~hicb may be thought
of as the first character of a two-character
command sequence. To execute the co~,and a
second character must be typed after the ·0.
The second co~and letter can be typed with
or ~ithout the CLEAR Key and in upper or
lower case. If the prefix was typed
accidentally, it may be cancelled by pressing
the space bar. Mest of the A Q commands are
supplementary cursor moves.

AOE top of screen

Moves the
location on
left corner>.

A OX bottom screen

cursor to the first
the screen:· (i.e. to

character
the upper

AOR top of buffet

Moves the cursor to the last character on the
screen.

(~

AQC bottom buffer

·os left margin

Moves the cu=sor.to the first
text buffer, re-displaying
ne~essary.

Moves the cursor t~ the last
text buffer, re,displaying
necessary.

character in
the screen

character in
the screen

the
if

the
if

Moves the cursor to the left margin on the
current line.
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.... 0» r 19 bt end

Moves the cursor to the last character on the
current line~

·op next Paragraph

Moves the cursor to the besinning of the first
word of the next paragraph. A new paragraph
is recognized by any of the following
conditions: 1) one or ~ore blank lines~ 2) A
line indented past the ·wrap mar9in-~ 3) A
line beginning with a period (a DynaForro ·dot-

- command) ~

AQT top of block'

Moves the cursor to the first character of the
currently marked block, if ? block is still
~ctive~ Block marking is discuEsed under the
·B block prefix menu.

·OB bottom block

Moves the cursor to the last character of the
currently marked block, if a block is active.

AOF find string

Prompts for a search string on the status line
(up to 40 characters, terminated by,Eh7ERl and
searches the text buffer, from the cursor
location forward, for a string matching the
search string. If such a string is found, the
~ursor is moved to the first character of the
found string, and the screen is re-eisplayed
if necessary. If the string is not found, the
message -NOT FOUND- is displayed on the status
line, and pressing CLEAR-BREAK w~ll return the
cursor to its original position.

A OL repLace string

Prompts for a search string as in the -find
command, and then prompts for a second string
which is to replace tpe next occurrence in· the
text buffer of a string matching the search
.strin9~ It first performs a search in the
same manner as the -find- command, producing
the same -NOT FOUND- message if the string is
not found. If a match ~ found, the message
-Replace? (y/n)- is displayed on the status
line, an~ the cursor is placed on the first
character of the found string. At this point,

Copyright (c) 19B3, Dynasoft Systems Limited
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if Ky. or ·Y· or .Ay • 16 typed, the found
string viII be deleted and replaced vith the
replacement string, other~ise the replace is
cancelled and thc cursor is left on the found
string. Thic cor~and can be used to delete a
string by providing an ·e~pty- re?lace~ent
string (press E1ITER only).

Again

R:peats the last -f~nd- or -replace- operation
~lthout re-promptlng for the searcb __~nd

__~_~~_replacement strings. The same error messages
may result, and confirmation is requested
before any replacement i,s performed.

delate line rigbt

Deletes all characters in the current line to
the right of the curSOr.

,

(

2.4.:;

"00 Overtype onloff

Turns OVERTYPE mode on if currently in INSERT
mode; turns INSERT mode On if curre~tly in
OVERTYPE mode •

. " Block Commands

The ·B prefix activates a set of commands for
manipulating blocks of text.· To perform a
block operation it is first necessary to
-mark- a block of characters by placing the
cursor over the firs~ and last characters and
-marking- these characters as either -top· or
·bottom-. When either the top or bottom of a
block has been marked, but not the other end,
the message -BLOCK PARTLY MARXED- temporarily
replaces the mode reminders on tbe right end
of the status line, and when both ends of a
block are marked, the message "BLOCK MARKED"

~ppear5 in the same area.

~t is not possible to perform normal editi~g

(i.e. inserting or deleting) when block
markers are set, and, any atteI<lpt to d9 so will
result in an error message. This is because
the markers are kept as offsets into the text
buffer, and these offsets would be altered by
inserting or deleting characters in the
buffer. No~mal operation can be restored by
carrying through the intended block op~ration,

if it is a type which .results ~n the
"unmarking" of the block, or by eX?licitly
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-BT mark Top

•

-BB mark Bcttom

-BO Onmark block

issuing en -Un~ar~- cOQroand.

It is possible to place the "top" and "botto~"
markers in the wrong sequence in the text
buffer ("bottor.," above "top"). ·If this is
done, the "BLOCK PhRTLY Y~ED" message ~ill

appear, as if'only one of the markers w~s set,
and any atte~?t to execute a block operation
will result in an error message. The
condition can be corrected by re-setting
either one of the markers. The -OT and -OB
commands can be used to verify the location of
block markers.

Although the "Insert from file" command is
included in the A B menu because of its
similarity to other block operations, it does
not require that a block be marked to operate.

-Marks· the current cursor location as the
beginning of a block. The status line will
show either "BLOCK r~RKED" or "BLOCK PARTLY
MARKED" depe~ding on whether the other end of
the block bas been correctly marked. The
editor ,will not insert or delete text while
block markers are active.

-Marks· the current cursor location as the end
of a block, as described above.

"BC Copy block

Removes the current
normal operation
functions ..

block markers
of insert

and
and

restores
delete

A copy of the te~t block currently marked is
inserted in the text buffer at the current
cursor location, leaving the' original texf
block and its markers ~tact. This command is
llsed to replicate a block of text at other
locations in the buffer. The markers are left
intact so that the text may be copied to
additional locations if desired. If the block
markers are no longer needed, they must be
explicitly Unmarked.
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"BY. Y.ove block

The text block currently
from its original location
current cursor position.
are discarded ..

marked is deleted
and inserted at the

The block markers

c"

Prompts for a file name, attempts to create a
to file- new output file with that name, and
copies the text in the-currently marked block
to the output file. Tbe file is· then closed.
The original text is left unaltered, and
remains marked.

~BI Insert from file

Prompts for a file name, attempts to open the
file for ir.put, and reads the contents of the
file into the text buffer, inserting at ~he

current cursor location. If the contents of
the file ..... ill not fit in the space av"ila}'l e,
an error message is printed and the opera~.ion
aborted. .

2.4.3 AK Formatting and Tab Commands

The ' ~K tnenu contains commands relating to the
automatic formatting of text and the setting
and clearing of tabs.

AKC Center line

Centers the print~ble characters of the line
containing the cursor between the left and
right. margins, leaving the cursor at the end
of the centered string. Note that the
presence of ~print control· characters in a
line will effect the centering of the line: if
you wish to place control characters in a
centered line, center it first and then insert
the control characters.

-KW Word Wrap on/off

Turns word wrap ON if it is OFF, or OFF if it
is ON. If word wrap is ON, the word ·WRAP ft
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Justify on/off

inDent on/off

appears on the status line. ~hen word wrap is
active, an attempt to t)7e past the current
right margin will result in an auto~atic

move~ent to a ne~ line. If the . ~ord being
typed does· not fit on the original line, the
entire word .~s moved do.n to the next line to
ensure tbat the original line ~ill fit ~ithin

the margins. If the wrap margin .bas been set
{see below} to the ~igbt of the left ~argin,

tbe new line is automatically indpnted to the
wrap margin, otherwise the new line starts at
the left margin. ~ord.Wrap permits tbe t}~ing

of entire paragraphs without the use of the
ENTER key, while ensuring that the text will
fit within the currently set margins. Turning
Wrap OFF also turns Justify OFF (see belo~).

Turns Justify 1D0de ON if it is OFF, and OFF if
it is ON. Turning Justify ON also turns Word
Wrap ON, and show~ the words -JUSTIFY· and
• WRAP- on the status line. When Justify mode
is active, autocatic word wrap operations will
also pad lines with extra spaces between the
words so that the lines will always end
exactly at the current right rnargi~f producing
a ·clean- rather than a -ragged- right edge.
In performing thp ~xpansion of lines, spaces
arc never inserted to the left of the wrap
margin, so that the edge under the wrap margin
~ill also be uniform. This feature was used
to produce the paragraph you are now reading.
The presence of Mprint control" characters in
a justified line will make the line appear too
long on the screen, but the line will print
correctly, since OynaStar correctly
compensates for their presence.

Turns auto-indent IDode ON o~ OFF. Auto
indent mode is designed as a convenience f9r
programmers writing code in structured
languages such as Pascal or ·e". When indent
mode is ON, typing a carriage return in INSERT
mode will automatically indent the next line
to the position of the first non-blank
character on the line above, preserving the
indentation of structured code. At this
point, the indentation can be increased using
the space or tab keys, decr~ased using the
.<-" key, or maintained by simply typing away.
Turning indent rnode·ON turns WRAP and JUSTIFY
OFF.



~KA Adjust .paragrapb

Readjusts the text fro~ the cursor location
the end of the next paragraph to conform
the currently set margins. This peocI
involves the stripping of existing carri,
returns and excess blanks which may have bl
inserted by a previous word wrap or ma"rl
justification operation. When strirp
blanks, an attempt is made to leave at le
one blank between words and two blanks af
periods, question marks, and exclaffiat
~arks. A word wrap operation is t
performed to make the text conform to
current margins, including automa
indentation to the wrap margin. If JUST
mode is ON, the text is also justified
produce a clean edge at the right margin.
there is text to the left of the wrap mar·
on the first line of the section be'
readjusted, it is not altered. Bowever,
text Ofi lines below the first is reformed
the operation, regardless of its position ~

line. The operation is stopped at the end
the current paragraph, as defined for the
~ommand, and the cursor is left on the fi
character of the first non-empty line p
this point. This maKes it very convenient
repeat the Adjust operation on the n
paragraph in sequence.

~K -> or ~KI set tab

Sets a tab in the column corresponding to
current cursor position. This is visua
indicated by placing a triangular symbol
the ruler line at the posicion above
cursor. If the wrap margin is at t
location, it js converted to a tab.·

Clears the tab directly above the cursor
the ruler line. This command can also be u
to remove the wrap margin.

·KV set wrap margin

Sets the wrap margin at the cursor column
displaying the letter "W· in the ruler 1
directly above the cursor. Word w
operations automatically indent new lines
this margin. Tab operations consider the w
margin to be equivalent to a standard tab.
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'1:R set rigbt

--~

(

Proopts for a colu~, number, welts for the
cargin user to ~nter a nu~er (bet~een 1 and
250), and then sets tbe right margin to tbis
colu~i, truncating or extending the ruler line
as reguJred. If the user does not enter A
nu~er, by pressing only Eh~ER, the ccrrent
cursor position is used to define the new
right margin. If tbe ruler line is extended
by this operation, standard tabs are generated
every five columns lat columns 1, 6, 11, 16,
etc.l. The right margin setting is used only
by tbe word wrap and margin justification
o~erations. Please note: If text is generated
beyond a right margin of 250 while in tbe
inzert mode, the screen will turn black and
tbereis a possibility of crashing the system.
If this should accidently bappen return tbe
cursor to tbe left margin lAOS) immediately,
there is a cbance that your text will not be
altered in any way.

'1:K Kill all tabs

Removes ALL tabs fom the ruler line; If this
is done accidentally, tbe fastest way to
regenerate standar~ tabs is to move the right
margin to column onE, and then extend the
ruler line by moving the margin back to its
or i9 inal column.

~.4.4 .p Print Control Commands

The .p prefix is used to insert print control
characters in text, and to bring up a series
of ~enus su~~arizing the -dot- commands for

C.~ the DynaPorm print formatter.

Typing a letter after the .p prefix results in
-the insertion of a special character pair at

the cursor location. The character pair
consists of a special triangular symbol <the
~ame on used on the fu1er line to show tabs),
followed by the capital form of tbe letter
typed. Since we can not show the triangular
syobol correctly in this manual, we will
represent it by a •• ~. The DynaPorm print
formatter takes special action when this
sequence is found in a file .. The pairs .....D.. ,.AB "" and ··D· have special meaning described
below; any other pair results in the sending
of a standard control character to your
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Dot Co=a.nds

printer
feature
features
Epson.

in tbe place of the pair. This
can be used to activate special
of certain printers such as tbe

As witb tbe otber prefix ~enus, typing a space
after a .p will ~ort the supplementary
command and return you to tbe ~ain editing
menu. In addition to this, bowever, typing a
period (',') after a .p will display special
menus containing a summary of the dot commands
for tbe DynaForm print formatter. Tbere are
approximately 5 of these special ~enus, and
you can see tbem in turn by typing additional
periods, or return to the main editing menu by
typing any otber character.

Tbe following·p sequences are interpreted by
DynaForm to provide special effects at print
time:

~pa Boldface on/off

Turns Boldface ON or OFF. Any text between a
pair of these sequences will be printed in
boldface. Tbe ~ethod of producing tbe
boldface effect on a printer will vary, but in
general it results in wultistriking, sometimes
with a small shift between passes to produce a
beavy effect, depending on the printer used,

·PD Double-strike on/off

Turns Doub)p-strike ON or OFF.
between a pair of thes~ Eequences
printed twice (with no shift),
resulting in crisper type without
effect caused by ·PB,

·PU Underline on/off

Any text
will be

generally
the bold

Turns" Underline ON or OFF. Text between a
pair of these sequences will be underlined.
Only non~blank charact~rs will be underlined.

,
The effect of any of the three above commands
can span more than one line, remaining in
effect until another sequence turns the
feature off again. The effects can also be
combined: you can underline sections of
boldface text, for instance, .although only the
text will be boldface in this case, but not
the underlining.
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You ~ill notice if eaiting with JUSTIFY ,ON
that print control characters will cause
extension of lines containing them, appearing
to disrupt the justifiea right margin. These
lines will print correctly, bowever~ because
the· control cha."racters beve ·zero width- on a
printer. DynaStar automatically adjusts its
formatting to compensate for the extra width
used up by these characters ~ben displeyed on
the screen.

!

"
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3.1.0 k~at is a Macro?

DynaStar contalns a facility which permits the
user to re- define any control character to
mean virtually any other character or seouence
of characters. This permits the co~plete
remapping of the control functions on the maL~
editing menu, and it permits tbe building of
special complex commands ~ucb ~s global search
and replace." At a simpler level, macros can
be used to perform -boiler plate- operations
such as inserting a copyright notice with a
single keystroke.

In general, a macro is si~ply·an expansion of
the effect of a control key, sending a
predefined string of characters to the editor
in the place of the keystroke invoking the
macro. If you defiro. tbe -L key to be a macro
containing the character string -abc·, then
every time you SUbsequently type a "L the
editor will act as if you had typed "abc".

3.2.0 dining a Macro

Macros are defined by entering -macro learn
mode, which can be done from both the "files"
menu and the main editing menu by typing ESC
(remember that ESC is generated by pressing

CLEAR and BPIAR at the same time). At this
time the message -Macro learn- will appear on
the status line. The next cbaracter you type
should be the control character yo~ wish to
define as a macro (or else another ESC to
cancel macro learn mode if you got there by
accident). If you type a control character,
it' will be echoed on tbe status line in the
usual form used on menus: as a capital letter
preceded by a caret (-l. At this point you
can now type in the characters which are to he
the body of the macro,. You can type virtually
any characters into a macro, including other
control characters, which will again be
displayed in the ·standard ·caret- form. The
only character ~hich cannot be part of a macro
is the ESC ~haracter. Typing an ESC
terminates a macro definition, at which time
it will disappear from the status lin~. T~e
number of characters in a macro def~nltion 1S

.-
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arbitrary,
in all of
400.

3.3.0 General Information·

Special Cbaracters

bu:
your

..........

the tot~l nu~er of characters
macros co~~ined cannot exceed

(~

(

Display your Macros

Severel control characters have deliberately
been left un~ssigned in DynaStar to make keys
available for use as macros: these are ~L, ~O,

and ~D. There are also four non-alphabetic
keys which can generate valid control
characters suitable for macro use: -\, Al, ~.,

and ~_. The character ~[ is not useable
because it is equivalent to ESC, and ~M should
not be used ~ecause it is really the same as
the ENTER key.

There are two control characters which have
special meaning ~ithin macros. The first is
~O. Whenever·O is encountered during
execution of a macro, the editor acc~pts ~

character from the keyboard in the place of
the ~D. The second special character is ~\.

When a macro execution encounters a -\, the
macro restarts at the first ~baracter 1n the
macro definition. It is sort of like a GO TO
statement, and in the same way as the
infamous GO TO statement, it -15 very
dengerous and must be used carefully. Note
that on tbe Color Computer, ~\ is generated
by pressing SHIFT and DP-A-~~OW together.

You can view your macros from tbe -files- menu
with the -L- command. This command asks you
~bether you want to see a list of ~our

currently defined macros (answer -1- for this
option), or you want to see the contents of a
particular macro (answer the prompt with the
key corresponding to the desired macro). You
c~n also redefine any macro by simply defining
it again; in this case yeo should bear in mind
that the previous definition space is not
actually reclaimed, and if you do this too
oft2n in a single session you will overflow
the macro definition area •

•
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Ext."ples

Macros ere best explained with the aid of en
eXaDple~ Suppose you wanted to -move ~ co~and
up· fro~ one of the two- keystroke cenus to
~e main ~enu: A good example would be the
find/replace Again" command (AOA ) , since

there are ~any occa~ion5 when it would be
convenient to invoke this cocmand ~itb a
single keystroke. ·Tbe following keystroke
·sequence would assign the A L key to this

__.1function:

After defining this macro, you can execute the
·OA command at any time from the main menu by
typing ·L., Be car~ful, however, about typing
-L from other menus, because you might cause
strange results. Macros are dangerous and
should be treated with respe~t.

As a simpler example, let's just redefine one
control key to be equivalent to another.
We'll do something. silly: swap the meaning of
the ·s and ~ keys so they move the cursor in
the opposite direction. The macro definition
sequences required are:

ESC AS ~ ESC
ESC AD AS ESC

The result of the above definitions will
probably be total confusion, since these
cursor movement commands will now work in an
unnatural way, but the e%arnple serves to
illustrate one more important point: macros
cannot in70ke macros. If a control character
is -contained in a macro, and that control
character is itself a macro, this fact is
ignored and the effec~ of the control
character is defined by its original function
as defined in this manual. If you think about
it, this is the only way it would be possible
to actually redefine the entire set of control
commands. "I

Some further examples we will describe are two
forms of a global search and replace macro.
The first is a global replace command of the
type.:) that searches the. entire edit buffer for
a partiCUlar match str~n9' and replaces each
instance of the match string with so~ething

-~
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elEe, but
operator
definition

su~ject to confiro.tion fIO~
et each Occurrence. The
is as follows:

~SC "0 "0 A "0 "' ESC

the
macro

I

\

To use this m.cIo you first execute a standard
"QL repl.ce co=and so that the "OA (OAgdn")
command "ill repeat it. Then, instead of
using "OA to repeat the -replace, type "D.
This will cause execution of a ·OA co~and,

prompt for· confirmation, accept the userls
response in place of the "0 imbedded in the
macro, and then loop back and do it again
automatically. This brings up another
question: how do you stop a looping macro?
The answer is that a macro aborts whenever an
error message is generated, which will happen
in the above example as soon a~ . the search
rea~h~s the end of the edit buffer and causes
a -NOT FOU~~· message. The other way to
terminate a macro is to type ESC ~t a point in
the macro where a ·0 causes the editor to read
from the keyboard. In the above example, you
would answ~r tbe -replace? (yIn)· prompt with
.y. to do the replace, WNW to reject the
replace, or -ESC· to abort the macro.

Macros also terminate when a cursor move out
of the edit buffer is attempted.

The last
operator
is:

e~arnple is a global- replace ~itbQut

confirmation. The macro definition

ESC "0 "0 A Y ~, ESC

- -.,
\..- -

This macro is executed the same way AS the
previous example: by first using a standard
repLace command ("OLl, and then repeating it
automatically by typing "0. In this Case the
macro executes the .... OA C.-Again-) command as
before, but elways gives c ~Y· response to the
confirmation prompt, and then repeats the
process until the end of the buffer is
reached. There is ~ ~ to terminate .this
macro from the Ikeyboard: it must run its
course.

Words of Caution

Once a macro bas been assigned to a control
character, typing that control character will
n1ways cause execution of the macro re~erdless
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oL ~ contert. This ~ill so~eti~es require
special care. As an ex~ple, suppose the
control choracter -y has been redefined as a
~acro: you would then hove to be coreful not
to answer a "yIn?" pro~?t with the CTRL key
pressed, because inadvertent t}~ing of a -y
would trigger the macro instead of giving an
affirmative response to the prompt.

As a final note, you will probably find macros
tedious to use if -help· is enabled, because a
lot of ti~e will be wasted by the editor
displaying menus for any prefix commands
contained in your macros. The s~ort answer to
this' complaint is that you should not attempt
to use macros until you are tho<oughly
familiar with the operation of DynaStar, and
by that time you will probably be operating
with help OFF anyway.
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editor so you can ~ork on another file. If
the current file is a new one, it sicply
vrites out the contents of the text buffer to
the SCRATCH file, closes it, and rena~es it to
the name you specified On the last "N"
command. If you were editing an existing
file, it writes out the contents of the buffer
to ·SCRATCBnn·, copies any unprocessed part' of
the original file to "SCRATCHnn", deletes your
old file, and renames ·SCRATCBnn- as above.
It then clears the text buffer and waits for a
ne'« command.

If an "output file" error arises during
oper~tlon of this or the -More- command, the
SCRATCH file will be in an indeterminate
state, and it would be wise to abanGon it and
return to the original £ile. The error may
have resulted from a disk overflow, and it
might be possible to remedy the situation by
deleting unneeded files using the Shell
command. However, it will not be possible to
repeat the ·w· co~and, and the only way of
recovering the text in the text buffer is to
use the write command from the -B block menu.

write and eXit

This command performs the ~ame function as the
Write command, except that when it is finished
it exits to the operating system instead of
remaining in the editor. It can also be used
when no file is active to terminate tne editor
and exit to the operating system.

Abandon file

This command is used when you have really
fouled up your edit and want to go back to
where· you were before you sta~ted. It first
prompts you to make sure you are really sure
you want to throwaway all the work you have
just done. If the answer is "Y" (yes) it
deleteE the file "SCRATCHnn" and clears the
edit buffer. If you were editing an old file
you will still have it the way it was before
you started, and'if you were creating a new
file it will be gone.

re-Enter

This command is used to re-enter the main
editing menu to continue a~ editing session it
you have temporarily entered the Rfiles R

~enu
to do some utility operation such as change
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state or examine or clean up SODle

can also be used to enter the edit
no file has been establisbed to

In this situation, if you decide
save your text, you can use tbe
from tbe "S block menu.

tbe "belp"
files. It
mode wben
experiment.
you ...ant to
write command

Directory

Displays the names of the files in your
current working directory.

B Belp "rlfoff

Shell command

Turns HELP mode on or off. Wb~n HELP is ON,
menus are displayed at the top of the screen
to tell you wbat commUlds 'are available to you
at all times. Wben BELP is OFF, 'all menu
·displays are suppressed except the -files·
menu, so tbat you will have most of your
screen area available for editing. B is a
toggle command that alternately turns BELP ON
and OFF if you execute it repeatedly. You get
no i',dication of the state of the belp flag
except the presence oI.absence of menus. HELP
defaults to ON, unless you activate DynaStar
the Wfast- way by passir.g it a filename on the
command line (see section 6.0).

This powerful (and da~gerous) command prompts
you for a one-line shell command and then
executes it, returning to the editor when it
is finished. Any edit currently in progress
is undisturbed. It is possible to execute the
shell command as a conc~rrent process by
ending the command line with an ampersand
(- •• ). This is especially useful if you want
to make a listing of a file you have just
finished editing wbile you continue editing
anotber. It is also possible to temporarily
exit ~rom DynaStar and ent~r an interactive
session with shell by answering tbe prompt
with --an empty command line (typically a

. <return». This ~ill result in the standard
system prompt and you can then use any
commands you, like provided there is enough
free memory available to execute them. When
you want to return to your edit session,
answer an ·OS9:· prompt with an end-of-file
character (normally ESC).

When executing shell commands from the editor,
there are several thing6 you should be
extremely careful about. It is very important



(

C

!l

tb~t you do not tamper ~ith the SCRhTCE file
if one is active, and that you do not alter.
any file ~hich you are in tbe middle of
editing. It would also be very dangerous to
remove or swap the disk containing your
working directory, since tbere are probably
files open on· it, and indescribable d.... ge
could result to these files or to other files
if you re-entered tbe editor witb tbe wrong
disk mounted.

Cbange directory

This command prompts you for·a new working
name, and then Ie-assigns it as your current
directory for the duration of your edit
session. You should not do this in the middle
of a file edit, because the editor would lose
track of ·its files. Note tbat it is ~
possible to use the Shell command to cha~ge
the directory.

More

This comroanc is used when you have run out of
space in the edit buffer or want to move on to
a new section of the file you are working on
which has not yet been read into the buffer.
It writes out all of the text buffer up to but
not including the line the cursor is cn and
then reads in as much more· of your old file as
is possible, setting aside approximately 1/6
of the buffer/to 12ave room to insert text
from tbe keyboard. Tbis makes it possible to
edit very large files in sections. Note that
with both this ccmmand and the New command it
is possible that the-last line in the edit
buffer might not have bEen completely read in,
and it is wise in this situation to refrain
from editing tbe incomplete line until it has
been completely read in by the next !lore
command. .

ESC macro learn

Typing ESC from the -files· menu enters -macro
learn" mode. This is described fully in
Chapter 3: KeybQartl Macros.
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L List ..acros

The "L" command is used to display a list of
currently defined keyboard ..acros, or to list
the contents of a particular ~acro • . Khen L is
typed, a pro~pt is displayed on the status
line. To display a particular ..acro, answer
by typing "the appropriate control character.
To display a list of active macro definitions,
type -1-.

...-

".
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5.0.0 SYSTEII REQOlREY.EI;TS lUld IIISThLL.'.TION

System Requirements

c'

. .

Installing DynaStar

DynaStar 3~O requires a 64k Radio· Sback Color
Computer runn"ing the OS-9 operating system,
~ith one of the higb-resolution grapbics text
screens from FBL .O-PAR. It will not run
correctly without an o-PAK bires screen, and
lbe SGreen must be active before running
DynaStar. Special versions of the standard
bires screens ·Stdes· and -bw6419- are
supplied ~itb DynaStar. These sbould be used
to replsce the corresponding screens as
supplied ~ith O-PAK. Tbe ne~ versions are
identical to the old except that they contain
t~o additional special characters: the
triangular symbol used to mark tabs and print
control sequences, and the solid block used as
a secend "CUIsor on the ruler li~e. DynaStar
~ill also work after a fashion with a 32 x 16
hires screen (some of the prompts ~ill

overflow onto the ruler line with a 32
character screen).

(

The DynaStar distribution disk contains at
least two program ~odules: There is a module
-Os· which is the actual editor, and a module
"pinterp" which is a copy of the Dynasoft
Pascal p-interpreter (the editor itself is in
p-code). If the DynaForm print formatter has
been purchased with the package, there will

"also be a module called "Df", which is also in
p-code. Eacb of these files should be copied
to your standard execution directory (usually
the cmds directory of your ~ystem disk). If
you already have "a copy of Dynasoft Pascal on
your system, you should replace your old
"PINTERP" module ~ith the one from the
DynaStar disk. The editor automatically loads
the interpreter when it is executed.

Additional Information
"'

DynaStar uses both the -dir- and ~rename

commands in the course of processing commands
from the -files· menu. Por this reason, if
you should make up a special system disk for
running OynaStar, the CMOS directory must have
at least these two commands in it, in addition
to Ds and pinterpa
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Although Dyna5tar in principle can be run· by
more than one user ~t a tiQe, in practice on a
Color Computer there is not enough memory
available to do this. This version of
Dyna5tar is written specifically to work with
the· PEL O-PAK hires screen, and it _ wilL
therefore not operate correctly with an
external terminal. If you wish to use
Dyna5tar with a video terminal on the R5232
port, you must obtain the standard 05-9
version. Although. the standard 05-9 version
of Dyna5tar will operate on the color
computer. Standard OS-9 and Radio $hack OS-9
text files are not compatible.

..

I•

I

I:r. .

s•
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o RON!UNG DYAASTAR

1I0re Hemory
.

D~aStar is called by typing a command of the
form:

,,'

I"
;'

l
Ds I filename) I tmemshe I

--"-

c

(""
Be~p on/off

Both parameters on this command line are
optional. The first is the name of a file to

-oe" edited. If this parameter is provided
DynaStar will automatically load the file
named and go directly into the editing mode,
skipping the -files· menu. The second
parameter is the usual 05-9 memory size
parameter.' If it is' omittee, DynaStar
allocates a memory area of 6K bytes, which
provides about 6K of space for the text
buffer, adequate for Fmall edits only.
DynaStar can use up to 32K bytes of work
space, but on a 64k Color Computer with a
hires screen, 15k is the practical limit. A
typical command line would probably be:

Ds tl5k

If too much memory is requested, it is
possible that the editor would work just fine
until an attempt is made to save an edit file,
at which time it might fail because there is
not enough memory to rename the SCRATCB file.
If this happens, it is possible to recover by
leaving the editor and execuLing the rename
operation from the keyboard. Ask for a little
less memory the next time.

•
If.DynaStar is run with a filename provided on
the command line, it starts up in ~fast· mode
(help turned off, skips the "files" menu). If
DynaStar is run without naming the edit file
on the command line, it starts up in -menu~

mode (help turned on, giving constant menus,
stopping first on the ·files· menu).
Regardless of the mode in ~hich it starts up,
help mode can be turned on and off at will
from the -fil~s· menu (see Chapter 4).
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When editing large files, it is ~ise to be
conscious of the amount of free space left on
your working disk. There should be at least
as much space as the size of the file you "ant
to edit, since DynaStar creates a SCRATCB file
of the same size during tbe course of an edit.
This implies that it is not possible to edit a
file larger than 1/2 of the capacity of a
disk. When preparing a large document to be
formatted with DynaPorm, you will find it
helpful to organize it as a series of smaller
sub-files, and tie ·them together at print time
using the DynaPorm .FI (file insert) command.

. ,

•

,,
j
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APPENDIX I: SOl'J".ARY OF DINAFOR!'! DOT COI'J".}J;DS

.BP n Begin Page tn

.CP n Conditional Page.
• PN n Set Page NUnOer
.PI, n set Page Length [66]
.. IG Ignore to next 'dot I

• • Comment line
.BE text Beader
.FO text Footer
.IlT n Margin at Top 13J
.BM n Beader Margin 12J
.MB n Margin at Bottom [81
.FI! n F.ooter Margin [21
.p·O n Page Offset [8] "
.55 set Single Space
.MS n Multiple space 121
.. SP n blank Space n lines·
.. O'P n OverPr int next n lines
.i -~athlist File Insert
.M ..ex start Macro xx
.ME End <lacro
.xx do macro xx
.DH text Display Message
• IFE yy If Even page do .yy
.IFO yy If Odd page do .yy
.~Xt text inDeX entry It=tag)
.XAt n pdnt indeX Alph. for tag t
,.XNt n print indeX Numeric for tag t
.sv name,text Set Variable <name> to 'text'
.PV name,message Prorn?t for Variable <name>
.DF pathlist open Data File for mail-merge
.RV namel,name2, •.• · Read Variables <namel>, <name2>, etc.

Notes:
Document auto-repeat~ when
[] is default value for n,
( ...,

cata file open, until eof.
t in header/footer • paget

,

•
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APPENDIX II , SOIlY.ARY OF DYNASTAR COIIY.ANDS

iles· menul

Abandon edit buffer ~ithout changing file
Change working directory
Directory
reEnter editing ~ode
Enter/Leave macro learn mode
Help on/off
List current m~cros

More: ~et next file section
edit New file
edi t \lId file
execute Shell command
Write edit buffer·. update file
exit editor (writes if file active)

page

29
31
30
29
31
30
32
31
28
28
30
28
29

.n editing menu,

(-'lold "CLEAR" key, type letter
_ab right (inserts spaces in INSERT
Delete character left
Cursor left word
Prefix: Block commands
Down screenful
Cursor right
Cursor up
Cursor right word
Delete character under cursor
Delete character left (same as BKSP)
Tab right (same as TAB)
Insert cr after cursor
Prefix: For~at and Tab commands
doNe: Return to -files· menu
Prefix: Print control
Frefix: supplementary commands
Up screenful

l ~'Hsor left
.~ dete word right
Delete word left
Scroll down
Cursor down
Delete line
SCroll up
Enter/terminate macro learn mode

.,,
I
I
I

mode) 10 I

11
10
12
11
10
10
10
11
11
10
12
12

·12
12
12
11

:10
11

.11
11
10
11
11
12.,

..

,
I
i,

\ J

I
I
I
!

•
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>refix.

Again: repeat last find/replace
Cursor to Bottom ~f block
Cursor to end of text buffer
Cursor to right end of line
Cursor to top of screen
Find string
Replace string
Overtype mode on/off
Cursor to next paragraph
Cursor to beginning of text buffer.
-G~~ ,to left margin

Cursor to Top of block
Cursor to bottom of screen
Delete line right

'refix :
I

Mark Bottom'of block
<. 'f?y block to eu rsor
l .. sert file at cursor
Kill block
Move block to cursor
Mark Top of block
Unmark block
Write block to file

refix:

Clear tab stop
Set tab stop
Adjust (reform) paragraph to margins
Center current line '
auto-inDent mode on/off
Set tab stop
~ustify mode on/off
Kill all tabs
( -~ove tab stop (same as -K-)
S. _ Right margin
Set wrap margin at cursor
Word Wrap on/off

,efix:

page

15'
14
13
13
13
14
14
15
14
13
13
14
13
15

16
16
17
17
16
16
16
17

19
19
18
17

,18
19
18
20
19
20
19
17

I
~ -'

. .

Display Wdot~ command
Boldface on/off
Double strike on/off
Underline on/off

I
sununary

•

21
'21
21
21

I
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.ndon file 29
just paragraph 18
,ck marks 15
,ck operations 15
XI' PARTLY IlhIlKED 16
Idface 21
ntering 17
ange working directory 31
ear all tabs 20
ear tab 19
mmand line 35
ntrol diamond 8
py'block 16
tsor motion commands 8
rsar moves 10
Iete 11
Iete block 17 f

Ie on 8
rec' .ry 30
spl.ay ml;,CIOS 24
t cOJ'!'.mands 21
uble strike 21
naForm summary 37
ror escape 9
it 29
Ie directory 30
Ie name 35
lIe name 28
LES Illenu 28
rmatting 17
obal replace macros. 25
Ip mode 35
Ip mode 30 .
rizcntal scrolling 7
dent, auto 18
se' "",,-file 17
se.... line 12
SERT mode 6
stallation 33
stify 18
st macros 32
ere learn 31
ero lear-n 12
czo termination 26
eros 23
in editing menu 10
nu suppression 30
rge lines 4
ve block 16
ERTYPE mode 6
ragraph boundary 14
NTERP 33
int control characters 20

INDEX

•

.,

f
I
I

s
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prompt, response to 9
right ",argin 20
ruler line 2
scroll 11
search and replace 14
self-initialization 2
set tab 19
shell command 30
splitting lines 4
status line 2
tab clear 19
tab set 19
terminate editor 29
underline 21
~ord boundary 10
~ord ~rap 17
""rap margin 19
~rite block 17
~rite file 28

( A B prefix 15
,,-""K prefix 17

'p prefix 20
A O prefix 13

•

....

.,
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